
New Product Announcement: guzzie+Guss
Connec+ ™ Stroller System Improves Bonding
with your Child
Revolutionary new design converts from a stroller to a high chair to a rocker

VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA, April 23, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Canadian stroller manufacturer
guzzie+Guss® announces a new concept in stroller design with the guzzie+Guss Connec+™ system.
Converting from a stroller to a high chair to a rocker with an additional frame guzzie+Guss offers
parents a versatile, high quality product that fits all budgets. 

The fashion-forward design comes from the guzzie+Guss Connec+™ +Seat, a fully reversible,
reclinable and removable hard shell outer casing with a soft, fabric interior. Take the +Seat and
connect it to a range of accessories to use your stroller to its full potential. Add the +Seat to the
+Fiesta frame and you have a portable and compact high chair, ideal for travel and small spaces. With
the +Rest accessory, the +Seat becomes a rocker with two-position recline. The frame folds up flat
and stores away neatly.

David Peterson, guzzie+Guss Founder & Product Development Officer said “our team has developed
the ultimate all-in-one baby gear solution for improved interaction and bonding with your child. With an
adjustable seat, the guzzie+Guss Connec+™ increases interactivity, eye contact and stimulates the
parent and child emotional connection.”  

The guzzie+Guss Connec+ stroller can accommodate a newborn with the addition of the +Casita
accessory.  Whether you choose the four wheeled +4 chassis or three wheeled +3 chassis they both
will carry an infant carseat with the addition of the guzzie+Guss Connec+ carseat adapter. Featuring
a large canopy and flip-out visor, ventilated canopy extension, five-point safety harness and secret
storage for your personable belongings, the +Seat doesn’t compromise on fashion or function. 

The guzzie+guss Connec+ ™ stroller system was designed to make busy parents’ lives easier and
simpler, creating an environment to blend lifestyle with convenience. Available in multiple colors
including Red, Blue, Black, Sand, Purple and a multicoloured Stripe.

The guzzie+Guss® Connec+™ stroller system is now available in stores and online across Canada
and the USA starting at $699.99. 

guzzie+Guss is a Vancouver, B.C. based company, offering affordable baby gear from strollers,
highchairs, rockers and accessories... all in modern, fashionable styles. Visit
www.guzzieandguss.com for where to buy.
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